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ABSTRACT
This thesis explores the interaction
between my inside and outside worlds.
It includes my discussion towards Zen
methodology, homeostasis, nature,
antiquity, inner order and the concept of
Qi. It can also be seen as a process that
scrutinizes my daily life and looks deep
into those things which slowly echo in
my body and push me to make my own
response.
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The universe is infinite while an individual’s life
is finite. We desire to approach infinity and eternity through spirituality as explained by Kant in
his theory of the sublime. He believes that the
typical features of sublime objects are unlimited,
irregular and infinite (Kant). Gothic churches are
prime examples of this. They deliver a sense of
profound spiritual conception and show an inner
will to peruse infinity by their semitransparent
multicolor windows and progressively layered
arches. In Chinese culture, the concept of “Unity
of Man and Nature” is well developed; we emphasize the harmony between ourselves and the
universe. For example, a core concept of Chinese geomancy (风水), is that our residences and
cemeteries should coordinate with natural forces. The concept of “harmony” is also evident in
the theory of traditional Chinese medicine which
posits that once we resonate in harmony and
comply with the cycle of the universe, we can
maintain good physical condition. Rising with the
sun and resting with the sunset is a good way to
live a cosmic life.

the state of “No Mind” in Zen methodology. “No
Mind” does not mean you have to erase everything in your brain, it reminds us not to attach
to our inner hold. We generate different types of
thoughts all the time but once we realize every
emotion we feel is temporary, we can maintain a
pure mind no matter what happens.
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The stable relationship between individuals, their
inner space, and outer universe ensures the
operation of daily life. Inner peace is very important for me, because I believe that life consists of
calmness instead of ecstasy and sorrow.

NO MIND

Besides the coordination between the observable
universe and ourselves, the peace of our inner
space is also very important. There is a universe
running with a unique order inherent in our body.
Every day, all the organs work dutifully and quietly. Our hearts beat 108,000 times, our lungs
breathe 26,000times, our kidneys filter 17,000
liters of blood and our stomachs secrete 1.5
litres of gastric juice. Our heart rate and blood
pressure increase due to vigorous exercise, but
they will soon return to homeostasis as if nothing
had ever happened. The body not only reflects
physically but also psychologically. You feel happy for a nice cup of coffee in the morning, but
your good mood will soon be stripped away by
a bad dinner in the evening. Emotion is a pond.
Each time you feel an emotion it is like throwing
a stone, large or small, in the pond. The emotion
will create waves, but the surface will settle in
the end. This process is reflected by 松尾 芭蕉
Bashō’s poem.
The old pond
A frog jumps in
The sound of water
The length of this poem is inversely proportional to the multiplicity of meanings it can convey.
Although the jump of the frog and the sound of
water are lively, all you feel is the resonance of
eternal silence. This moment is described by
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INNER SYSTEM

These are two of my daily journal excerpts, just
like my other daily routines, consisting of my
preference and habits. There is an underlying
inner order in my body which slowly pushes me
forward on all the small nodes of my life. Wanting a piece of dark toast or wanting to put all the
books on one side of the table, these are natural
running results of my inner system. Everyone is
like a planet with its own orbits. We can find our
minute trajectory in our most obvious surroundings such as a cabinet or a table.
Gaston Bachelard said, “Only an indigent soul
would put just anything in a wardrobe. To put
just anything, just any way, in just any piece of
furniture, is the mark of unusual weakness in
the function of inhabiting. In the wardrobe there
exists a center of order that protects the entire
house against uncurbed disorder.” (Bachelard)
The order inside the wardrobe not only protects
the house from being chaotic, it also stabilizes
the inner space. As said by Gaston, “a wardrobe’s inner space is also intimate space, space
that is not open to just anybody.”

The room was well lit and the alarm clock beside
my bed had already passed ten. Blaming the
strong tea last night, I got up and drank a cup of
warm water with the same glass cup after brushing my teeth. Then I started to make my breakfast.
The principle of breakfast is simple. I boiled two
eggs, prepared a piece of toast and a small dish
of fruit as always. After breakfast, I cleared away
my room to make sure that all the objects in the
room were in their original position. My thoughts
attached to a slipper being out of position, so I
had to avoid these situations.
Today was the glazing day for my ceramics project. I trotted to the glaze room with my apron on.
The air ventilation in the glaze room was so loud
that I could not even hear the voices around me.
However, at some point, this ventilation sound
became a white noise and I felt astonishingly calm
and peaceful. I kept bushing the glaze onto my
bisque fired bodies and I started to lose track of
the time. Suddenly, several drops of glaze fell onto
my black trousers. I forced myself to continue
working on my ceramics project, but these drops
made me more aware of myself and I knew it was
time to stop.

If a cabinet is a hidden inner space, then a table is a fully opened inner space. Sometimes,
one tends to organize once in a while or simply
draw a border between the clean and the messy.
Moreover, some people even put everything back
into its original position. All these decisions are
reasonable. As for me, part of the table is used
for placing more permanent objects while part of
the table opens itself to endless opportunity.
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I still remembered the intimate tremor when I stood
in front of an ancient Chia from the Xia dynasty. The
tremor gradually takes place deep inside my body in
tranquility. I am surprised at the power an antique can
retain through such a long period of time. The strange
and vigorous decoration patterns together with the
composed and stable form provoke integrated senses
of eternity, mystery, originality and inexplicably primitive religion. I feel I am kneaded into the ancient history of blood and fire.

natural materials, we recall our ancient memory.
If using objects consisted of natural materials is a way
of tracing back to pristine nature, then using natural
materials to make objects is a way of listening to an
echo bouncing back from our ancient memory stored
deep inside our body. We leave subtle marks when
make objects; they are traces of a dialogue with nature through our hands. These marks are also mute
but expressive witnesses of ourselves which resonate
with ancient memory and natural pulse.

The sense of prehistory is like a revelation; it seems
to invite us to trace back to the roots of mankind.
Futurist scholar, Günter Berghaus, in his book New
Perspectives on Prehistoric Art mentions that modern
people might share a similar worldview with ancients.
The prehistoric culture acts as a catalyst to help modern civilization improve its process of self-recognition
and system perfection (Berghaus). It takes the existence of moderns to experience history and time and
we are therefore connected and fused with remote
antiquity. This further triggers the ancient memory
stored in our bodies and DNA, ourselves as a finite existence is therefore extended and transcended. These
senses of time and history compose an inner experience towards our destiny and irreversible life and
further arouse our cosmic consciousness and emotion
towards the universe.

CHIA BRONZEWARE
XIA DYNASTY
BC2000

Jean Baudrillard said that “The older the object, the
closer it brings us to an earlier age, to ‘divinity’, to
nature, to primitive knowledge, and so forth.” (Baudrillard) How long an object exists is certainly important,
however, it is the material which constitutes the object
interacting with time that delivers a special power. We
cannot deny the unique power of the material itself.
I will never forget the feeling of holding a chipped
earthy cup in my hand; the porous and coarse clay is
the material which connects me to the alienated pristine nature.
Pristine nature is not the natural scenic spots we can
easily access by cars, it is the nature in which we
were fully immersed during ancient times. We cultivated diverse crop varieties on the land where we were
born following natural law. We used the local materials to make our own tools and we deeply believed in
the gods which live on the land. The departure from
nature only happened with the recent rapid economic
boom, when people extensively migrated to the city.
However, the original memory of being embraced by
nature and land is still stored in our DNA and subconsciousness. Every time we use objects made from
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When I look carefully
I see the nazuna blooming
By the hedge!

It is the existence of this ambiguous state which gives
beauty to Japanese interiors. Rays of light from the
outdoors filtered by paper-paneled doors become
soft, sad, fragile and evanescent. These fading rays
cling to the surface of the dusky wall and daily objects, making them no longer what they used to be.
Paper-paneled doors are the brightest part of the
room where density of shadows is the lowest, while
the alcove is the darkest section in the room. The
alcove is a negative space marked off with plain wood
and plain walls, where light will be drawn in to form
dim shadows within emptiness. Although we know
there is nothing else besides the shadow, we are
overcome by the feeling that in this small corner of the
atmosphere reigns complete and utter silence. The
light from paper-paneled walls fails to dispel the heavy
darkness of the alcove. Instead, it is repelled by the
darkness, creating a world of confusion where light
and dark are indistinguishable. (Tanizaki)

AMBIGUITAY

This is a twelve-word poem by Bashō, which ends
with an exclamation point. The scene described by
this poem is very simple, but the emotion between the
lines is very sincere and natural. Every time I encounter beautiful beings in my life, the more immediate
feelings I will have and the shorter but more powerful
sentence I will use, such as ‘wow’. What comes after
these modal particles is a long period of silence. Because I have already captured the nucleus of the beings in front of me, I do not want to put it into words,
just like Bashō. The exclamation point in this poem
has already included every word he wants to say. He
is too emotional to conceptualize the scene in front of
him in the form of sentences and he wants to keep his
feelings in an ambiguous state. This intimate experience of the depths of the interior life has transcended
the scale of normal things in daily life and extends into
our deepest being.

Ambiguity adds depth and beauty to almost everything in our life including daily objects. A chair is still
a chair, if it only serves people with its simple function
but it will soon fall into non-existence. We are just
sitting on an object called a chair, it will not be different from any other chairs. However, if the meaning
of a ‘chair’ is ambiguous and it can be continuously
redefined over time; then this ‘chair’ is liberated in its
function and becomes an object of true freedom.

RYOAN-JI
KYOTO
2019

This emerging and submerging ambiguous state is not
only an inner experience of our life, it is also a profound aesthetic feeling. It exists in Chinese landscape
paintings. Artists of this genre emphasize alterations
(Jullien); they grasp the world beyond its distinctive
features and dive deeper into its ever-changing essence. When we appreciate an ancient landscape
painting, the figurative part is as important as the
blank part. Sometimes, even the center of the canvas
lies on those seemingly unpainted parts instead of
delicately painted components. These paintings follow
the great respiratory fluctuations of the world instead
of immobilizing it as ‘being’ and determining it as objects. The ambiguity in the paintings charms the viewer, and opens itself to endless transformation.
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FIELD

We say that someone has an artistic temperament or
aura of mystery, it seems we can sensitively capture
characteristic radiation from different people. Why
does this happen? Japanese architect, Masayuki
Kurokawa said that “People can generate spatial extensions from deep inside themselves, these outwardly extended areas are given with a special name ‘气场
(Qi field)’ in Chinese and they belong to a part of the
body.” The concept of Qi field is not only restricted
to human beings but also objects. Kurokawa believes
that objects can also extend themselves into outer
space and the areas affected by objects belong to the
objects themselves. ‘气(Qi)’ is translated as ‘Energy’
in English, which means the nature of Qi is a kind of
energy.
Different objects have varying types and degrees of
energy and trigger different inner feelings. For example, we somehow feel a little bit cold when we are
walking in an anthropology museum. Long-buried
antiques contain a huge amount of primal energy, distinct from the energy that comes from seeing a warmtoned velvet cushion. Among all the things around
me in life, I tend to approach those calm and quiet
existences. I feel the energy field generated from deep
inside these things also tends to be stable.

Undoubtedly, sphere and circle are inner images with
stable and quiet energy. A column is also a prime
image. When walking on a vast plain, one usually rests
under a tree or besides a tall rock since the tree and
the rock provide a sense of security and reliability. A
column is similar to the existence of the tree and the
rock on the vast plain, however, the column differs
from a cave, which protects us in a physical way. Masayuki Kurokawa said that ‘columns provide spiritual
support in a conceptual and symbolic way.’ A column
creates the space of Qi, in other words, it creates the
space for our ‘internal space’ (Kurokawa).

The Pythagorean School believed that a sphere is the
most beautiful shape in three-dimensional shapes
while a circle is the most beautiful shape in two-dimensional shapes. Besides the inner aesthetic feelings triggered by these forms, I want to emphasize the
inner value of these images of intimacy. Circle forms
one integrated mass and has no border. It occupies a
special position in Chinese philosophy and is regarded as the primal essence of all things of creation just
like the unformed ‘气(Qi)’. Circle also suggests how
to conduct oneself in social situations. For example,
being a person with ‘square outside and round inside’
is the highest realm of life. Circle inevitably connects
with the origin of life and the core of Chinese character, which transforms into an inner image of calm and
eternity. A sphere consists of countless circles. The
subtle shadow transition over the surface of a sphere
bathed in natural light creates a world where light and
dark are inseparable. The dark side and the light side
of the sphere are in isolation but simultaneously dependent on each other. They apply a sense of broadness to opposition, far from being segregated in their
exclusive individuality. Sphere arouses imagination
towards our planet, cosmos and origin of life, it seems
that there is a huge gravitational field slowly revolving
around it. For me, the image of the sphere is a profound and silent existence.

Not just tangible objects can give us a feeling of calm;
colors have the same energy. Black is the base color
of the universe; it is so common in the contemporary era of visual explosion and has already become
a non-color. Instead of presenting itself to the gaze,
black resists producing a luminous quality. Whether
or not being found means the same to black, since it
is an eternal existence no matter of the outside world.
Fashion designer, Yohji Yamamoto said ‘Black is modest and arrogant at the same time. Black is lazy and
easy - but mysterious. But above all black says this: “I
don’t bother you - don’t bother me’’.’ Black operates
in a slow, silent and certain mode, creating a calm and
mysterious energy field.
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“Does there exist a single dreamer of words who
does not respond to the word Armoire? . . . . .
And to fine words correspond fine things, to
grave-sounding words, an entity of depth. Every
poet of furniture even if he be a poet in a garret, and
therefore has no furniture-knows that the inner space
of an old Armoire is deep. An Armoire’s inner space
is also intimate space, space that is not open to just
anybody.”

Gaston Bachelard

The Poetics of Space 
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